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Editor's note

In the past three issues,we have made a few changes
in the format and content of the Journal. This month

begins a new volume year and you will notice two
more significant changes. The cover for this year has
been revised with the hope of reflecting a more aca-
demic appearance in line with the journal contents. We
are also revising the SSMJ web site to reflect new con-
tent and to make it easier for authors to track the

progress of their manuscripts, and for reviewers to sub-
mit manuscript reviews. The web site be found at
ssmj.tamu.edu. Finally, In This Issue will be added
each month to preview thejournal contents in a format
and language that is intended to be readable by a gen-
eral audience, and provide an quick overview and sum-
mary of the contents.
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Research in Brief

Teachers' Classroom Questions
Alpaslan Sahin
This review summarizes recent research on the role

of questions and the many purposes they serve for
teaching. In particular, the author discusses the impor-
tance of guiding and probing questions in the light of
the current focus on student-centered instruction. He

provides characteristics of guiding and probing ques-
tions, calling for further research in this area.

needs of diverse students. The authors propose way to
help preservice teachers to continue becoming more
aware of culturally relevant teaching strategies.

Field Investigations to Align School Science with
Contemporary Science

Mark Windschitl, Amy E. Ryken, Margaret Tudor,
Gary Koehler, & Karen Dvornich,

Unlike controlled experiments in school science
textbooks, scientists routinely select naturally occur-
ring events and conditions and look for descriptive,
correlative, or causal trends. The authors describe the
range of field investigations conducted by scientists
andK-12 students and describe a model of three differ-

ent types of field investigations that are more represen-
tative of current scientific practice. These
investigations can provide rigorous and engaging in-
quiry experiences for young learners.

Elementary and middle school students' mental mod-

els of simple circuits

Michael Jabot and David Henry

The authors developed written assessments to probe
students' understanding and mental models of direct
current (DC) circuit concepts. Students' increased con-
sistency in describing a single direction of current flow
coincided with grade 4 instruction on batteries and

bulbs. However, the proportion of students using a bi-
directional flow model was similar in grades 3-8.
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Research Articles

Preparing Preservice Math Teachers for Diverse
Students

Jayne A. Downey and Georgia A. Cobbs
Unique field assignments were created for an Ele-

mentary Math Methods course to provide students with
experiences with diverse learners. Analyses suggested
that the follow-up interviews with the future math
teachers provided them with insights into the learning

School Science an4 Marhemalics

Problem Section

Beginning this month, the Problem Section moves
to the web site. We will continue to include in the
printed journal the directions for contributing to the
section, along with a few of the newly posed problems.
Be sure to visit the newly-designed SSMJ web site at
ssmj.tamu.edu to read the problem section. As in the
past, the archived Problem Sections can also be found
on the web site.
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AComparative Model of Field Investigations:
. AligningSchool ScienceInquiry with the Practices

of Contemporary Science
Mark Windschitl
Karen Dvomich

University of Washington

AmyE. Ryken
University of Puget Sound

Margaret Tudor
Pacific Education Institwe

Gary Koehler
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife

Field investigations are not characterized by randomized and manipulated control group experiments, however

most school science and high-stakes tests recognize only this paradigm of investigation. Scientists in astronomy,

genetics, field biology. oceanography, geology, and meteorology routinely select naturally occurring events and
conditions and look for descriptive, correlative, or causal trends. Field investigations contribute to scientific

knowledge by describing natural systems, noting differences in habitats, and identifying environmental trends

and issues; they are designed to answer an investigative question through the systematic collection of evidence

and the communication of results. This paper describes the range offield investigations conducted by scientists

and K-12 students and elaborates a comparative model of three different types offield investigations (descriptive

studies, comparative studies, correlative studies). Theseforms of investigation are more representative of current

scientific practice and provide rigorous and engaging inquiry experiences for young learners.

A Brief Background to School Scienc~ Inquiry
Two of the key assumptions in current school sci-

ence are that scientists conduct investigations by 1)ac-

. tively manipulating variables and generally controlling
all conditions in an experimental setup, and 2) that in-
vestigations always support or refute causal relation-
ships (as opposed to non-causal correlations, the kinds
of relationships with which so many contemporary sci-
ences are concerned).

This thinking is a result of the dominance of physics
research in the development of paradigms of inquiry
for school science, dating back to the early twentieth
century. Student exposure to these methods of science
began in the 1880's with the widespread adoption of
the "laboratory method" of instruction (Owens, 1985)
in which manipulation and direct control of variables
was featured. Pioneered by German chemists, labora-
tory instruction made its way into higher education
within American universities. Newly-formed high
schools, with their desire to emulate the intellectual
work of col1eges and universities soon followed
(Rudolph, 2004; Tolley, 2003). Before a decade had
passed, the "laboratory method" was seen as a mecha-
nism "destined to revolutionize education" in the

words of one observer (Griffin, J892). In such experi-

Purpose
In an effort to align school science standards with

the practices of contemporary science, this study was
designed to build a comparative model of three differ- .
ent types of field investigations (descriptive studies,
comparative studies, correlative studies) and relate
each type to the essentiaLfeatures of inquiry.Two ques-
tions guided the research: 1) Is there more to scientific
inquiry than hypothesis testing? and 2) What is the re-
lationship between inquiry and field investigation? In
this paper we share the comparative model we devel-
oped trom our research with natural resource agency
and university scientists and two school sites engaged
in field investigations. Our intent is to share the model
we developed and advocate that schools and state sci-
ence assessments move beyond the controlled experi-
ment as the only form of inquiry to include awider
range of inquiry models.
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Field I nvesligalions

ments popular at the time and still practiced in schools crystals in each). Students would identify a responding
today, the physical systems being investigatedwere rel- or dependent variable (the rate at which the crystals
atively simple, there were few variables to be con- dissolve or the time it takes to dissolve), the manipu-
cemed with, and interactions among variables could be lated or independent variable (the size of the crystals),
defined in a straightforward way with determ inistic and a set of controlled variables to assure that no other
formulae. There was a generic and inflexible scientific influence could reasonably affect the responding vari-
method that began with a clear hypothesis and ended able (e.g., the temperature of the water, the volume of
with statements about significant differences between water 'in the beakers, the amount of stirring). Students
groups. The view of science inquiry characterized by then compare how fast the crystals dissolve under these
these assumptions does not resemble what many sci- controlled conditions and draw the appropriate conclu-
entists are doing today. sions. Although many teachers and students are famil-
Science Education Standards: Science as Inquiry iar with this procedure, promoting this model of

Current state and national science education stan- inquiry as the exclusive representative of how science
.dards encourage instruction that focuses on problem- works is a misrepresentation that ignores much of how
solving and -inquiry;activitieswhichcharacterizethe new knowledgeis produced,particularly in the con-
pursuits of scientists (AAAS, 1993;NRC, 1996,2000; temporary biological sciences.
NSTA, 1995). Focusing on "science as inquiry" (NRC, Field Investigation as Inquiry
1996) is oneway to help studentslearnthat, "science Analysesof practicein scientificcommunitieshave
is not a fixed body of knowledge but an evolving at- shown that there is no universal research method and
tempt by humans to create a coherent description of the that scientific inquiry can take a variety offonns (AI-
physical universe" (White, 200~, p. 174). The stan- ters, 1997; Feyerabend, 1993; Harwood, 2004; Knorr-
dards (NRC, 1996) emphasize that students Cetina, 1999; McGinn & Roth, 1999). Building

develop the ability to think and act in ways asso- explanations, or "providing causes for effects and es-
ciated with inquiry, including asking questions, tablishing relationships based on evidence and logical
planning and conducting investigations, using ap- argument" (NRC, 1996, p. 145), is central to the work
propriate tools and techniques to gather data, think- of all scientists. Procedurally, some scientists do for-
ing critically and logically about relationships mulate and then test hypotheses; other scientists, how-
between evidence and explanations, constructing ever, construct their hypotheses only after data

. and analyzing alternative explanations, and com- analysis, and still other scientists, such as field biolo-
municating scientific arguments. (p.105) gists, astronomers, or anatomists, conduct descriptive

Classroom inquiry has been associated with a num- research in which hypotheses may not be explicitly
ber of different pedagogical approaches, including hy- tested (Latour, 1999;1987).
pothesis testing, practical problem-solving, modeling, In the biological sciences in particular, the systems
thought experiments, doing library research, engaging being studied are complex and variables often interact
in Socratic dialogue, discovery learning, and projects. in probabilistic ways. Many studies must be done in
Of all these activities, hypothesis testing is perhaps the natural environment, because the simple act of "re-
most closely associated with the work of scientists (al- producing" natural phenomena in the laboratory may
beit incorrectly). Currently, the predominant fann of distort how that phenomena occurs (e.g., history shows
hypothesis testing described in state standards, prac- us how lab experiments on animals to test their learn-
ticed in schools, and assessed in high stakes tests is that ing capacity vastly underestimated how intelligently
of a controlled experiment. In this form of inquiry, stu- these creatures performed in their natural surround-
dents begin by hypothesizing about links between vari- ings). Perhaps most importantly, many scientists, par-
ables in a system. For example, students might ticularly those who do field work, do not actively
hypothesize that small crystals of salt will dissolve in manipulate variables and maintain "control" and "ex-
water faster than large crystals of salt, because of the perimental" groups. Scientists in astronomy, genetics,
greater surface area to volume ratio oflhe smaller crys- field biology,oceanography, geology, and meteorology
tals. What follows then is the design of an experiment, routinely create models of phenomena not by control"
what many teachers call a "fair test," comparing two ling conditions, but rather by selecting naturally occur-
conditions that differ only on a single variable (in this ring observations and looking for descriptive,
case, between two beakers of water with different size cOlTelative,or causal trends in those observations. (See
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Anderson and Lindzey (2003), Gillespie and Allen
(2004), Goodin, Gao and Hutchinson (2004), and
Pinho et aJ. (2004) for published examples of field in-
vestigations).

Indeed, these researchers may be looking for cause
and effect relationships through differences between
two sets of observations, but these observations do not
arise from controlIed situations per se.

As an example, a researcher may be interested in the
relationship between air quality and the growth of
lichens on trees. In her study, she would not be able to
manipulate air quality around entire groves of trees.
Rather, this researcher would identify areas of high flir
pollution (perhaps near a freeway or an industrial area)
and areas of low air pollution. Then she would consider
how to take into account potentially confounding vari-
ables such as species of trees, rainfall in the area, or
amount of sunlight. She would then select similar trees
for study that were living in comparable conditions, ex-
cept of course for their location in an area of high or
low air pollution, and compare the amount of lichen
growth, thus choosing one focus variable to be meas-
ured in each of the "two groups" of trees.

Another difference between field studies and tradi-

tional control group studies is that field studies often do
not assume that there is a causal relationship between
variables. The relationship may be one of correlation,
but not necessarily causation. To recall our recent ex-
ample, lichens may not grow as well on certain species
of trees in areas of high air pollution, but it may well be
that a third variable such as the amount oflOGalprecip-
itation, influences both the degree of air pollution and
the growth of lichens on trees. Indeed, our researcher
may not want to identify two discrete areas of high and
low air pollution, but rather, test all trees available for
both amount of lichen coverage and quality of air in
that specific location. Correlations (statistically repre-
sented as an "r" value and often graphically repre-
sented in scatter plots) between two continuous
variables would then be determined to ascertain ifthere

were positive, negative, or no association.
In addition to causal (or merely comparative) and

correlational studies, scientists also conduct investiga-
tions in which they try to create a purely descriptive
model of some natural phenomena. This is often done
in newly-developing fields of science where not
enough is known to suggest plausible hypotheses about
causal relationships (Latour, I999, 1987)~9ne such
type of study is the tracking of cougars through their
habitats with radio colJars. A typical question might be
384

simply, "Where do cougars spend most of their time?"
or, "How is their range overlapping with areas devel-
oped by humans?" Another example of a descriptive
study is creating a profile of the presence of macro-in-
vertebrates alongthe length of a river. To answer these
questions, scientists then choose measurable or observ-
able variables to guide data collection. These types of
studies result in averages, medians, ranges, that "tell a
descriptive story" and often generate enough data to
help pose meaningful correlation or comparative ques-
tions as follow-ups. Descriptive results can also be ef-
fectively represented spatially in maps.

We should note here that some field researchers do

manipulate conditions and create control and experi-
mental groups. Field ecologists, for example, will oc-
casionally bum a portion of a prairie and compare
some aspects of this altered landscape with another
section of prairie left in its natural state. In another ex-
ample, scientists in Rhinelander, Wisconsin are study-
ing the effects of carbon dioxide and ozone on trees
using a type of "controlled experiment" in the field. On
a massive plot offorested area, dozens ofJO-foot high
vertical tubes surround different 3D-yard circles' of
trees. The trees encircled by these tubes are being ex-
posed to carbon dioxide and ozone while nearby trees
in this forest are experiencing '''normal'' conditions.

. Scientists hope this extravagant experiment will help
them understand what effects elevated carbon dioxide
levels in the future will have on trees (Karnosky et aI.,
2005).

Despite these exception~ the point of this paper is
that much of the science being practiced today is not
characterized by such randomized and manipulated
control group experiments, however most school sci-
ence and high-stakes tests recognize only this paradigm
of investigation.

To demonstrate the broader and more authentic

range of inquiries scientists pursue, Table I shows the
different types of investigative questions that guide
each type of field investigation. (See also Kelsey and
Ste~l (200 I) for an elaborated list of investigativeques-
tions). As the standards (NRC, 1996) state, an essential
feature of inquiry is to "ask a question about objects,
organisms, and events in the environment" (p. 122).
K-12 Student Involvement in Field Investigations

Studies and program descriptions offield investiga-
tions typically emphasize how experiences outdoors in
school yards, estuaries, parks, and public lands have
impacted K-12 students' ecological content knowledge,
attitudes about the natural environment, appreciation
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Table 1. Types of Research Questions which Guide Field Investigators

QuestionTypes SampleQuestionPrompts

Comparative .Is therea differencein
Questions tion)#2?

.Is therea differencein- between different locations?.Is therea differencein betweentwodifferenttimes?-..,..- ,.How does - change over a given area or distance? [How does pH change as you
move over a 10-miIe length of a stream?]

.What is the relationship between variable #1.Does- go up when- goesdown?.Howdoes changeas changes?

.Howmany are there ina givenarea?.How frequently does happen in a given time period?.What is the .[temperature, speed, height, mass, density, force, distance, pH, dissolved
oxygen,lightintensity,depth,etc.]of? .

for a particular plant or animal species or habitat, and ville/menu.html for more information about nature
motivation (Brune, 2002; Cronin-Jones, 2000; Milton mapping and the data collected about short-homed
& Cleveland, 1995; Schnittka, 2006; Stivers, 2002; lizards.) Li.kescientists, students at Waterville Elemen-
Wee, Fast, Shepardson, Harbor, & Boone, 2004;tary are engaged in descriptive, comparative, and cor-
Woods, 2003), or increased student achievement relative studies.
(Lieberman and Hoody, 1998),or describe how teach- Descriptive Studies: With guidance from Karen
ers view the educational benefits of and barriers to Dvornich,National Director for NatureMapping at tbe
using different types of environments as learning set- University of Washington, and Diane Petersen, a
tings (Kent & Gilbertson, 1997;Simmons, 1998); how- teacher at Waterville Elementary School, second
ever, they rarely articulate the features of inquiry graders have recorded and graphed food preferences
involved in field investigation. forthe locallizards,theirhabitatniches,andbodychar-

Below we describe two research programs that are acteristics such as length, weight, and c?lor. Thus, stu-
collaborations between natural resource agency scien- dents explore descriptive questions such as: "What do
tists and schoolage learners;one focuseson the study lizards eat?" and "Where are the lizards most com-
of short-homed lizards, the other on cougars. The ex- mon?" When fourth graders at the school wanted to
amples demonstrate how each type of field investiga- know what the short-homed lizard did over the winter,
tion is used to examine different types of questions a literature search and discussions with experts pro- .

about the natural environment. Descriptive field inves- vided little data on hibernating lizards. The students
tigations involve describing parts of a natural system. then decided to build an enclosure in the schoolyard in
Comparative field investigations are tbe most similar to an attempt to mimic conditions in the field. The stu-
controlled investigations because data is collected on dents' work provided new descriptive insights into how
differentgroups,or underdifferentconditions,to make the lizards behaveduring the change of seasons(Pe-
a comparison. Correlative field investigations involve terson, 2005).
measuring or observing two variables and searching or Comparative Studies: Some fourth-graders were in-
a pattern. terested in learning about home range and daily and
Short-horned Lizard Studies seasonal movements of the lizards. Local area farmers

Students at Waterville Elementary School in Wash- brought information about lizard sightings to the stu-
ington State and localarea farmers have worked to- dents, and the students then identified and marked
gether since 1999 to examine several aspects of these locations on maps. While this is another type of
short-horned lizard biology. (See descriptive inquiry, the students are currently planning
http://www.fish.washington.edu/naturemappingl and a comparative study, based on this descriptive infor-
http://www.fish.washington.edulnaturemappinglwater- mation. They plan to fit a number of lizards with radio

between group (or condition) #1 and group (or condi-

Correlative
Questions

, and variable #2 ?

Descriptive.
Questions

School Science and Mathematics 385
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colJars and will collect data comparing the amount of will set up study zones within different forest types in
movement the lizards undertake during each of the four an effort to answer the comparative question, "What is
seasons. This comparative study grew out of earlier de- the relationship between forest stand characteristics
scriptive studies and is focused on the comparative and deer/elk populations?" Students will be involved
question, "Is there a difference in lizard movement in in classifying forest stands and measuring stand char-
different seasons?" (Here the comparison is a different acteristics such as slope and canopy cover. Wintertime
condition, the time of year). deer and elk track data will be collected and then used

Correlative Studies: Another study being planned at to compare between forest stands. Students will also
Waterville Elementary includes correlating lizardabun- be introduced to simple statistical procedures to inves-
dance with temperature and rainfall data., using tools tigate correlations between the numbers of animal
such as geographic information systems (GIS) and tracks present and the characteristics of each forest site.
spreadsheets. Students' can investigate the correlative By examining the work of scientists and K-12 stu-
question, "What is the relationship between tempera- dents engaged in research in natural settings we devel-
ture and rainfall and lizard abundance?" Once severa] oped a comparative model offield investigations.
years of data are collected, students will begin.to make
predictions about lizard abundance based on weather
forec~t information.
Project CAT (Cougars and Teaching)

At Cle Elum Senior High School, students have been
tracking cougar locations in a westem Washington
county. With the help of Gary Koehler from the Wash-
ington State Department ofFish and Wildlife, cougars
have been tagged with a global positioning system
(GPS) unit, which provides readings of 600 precise lo-
cations of each animal per year. (See
http://www.fish.washington.edulnaturemappinglpro-
jects/cat and http://wdfw.wa.gov/science/articles/
cougar/ for more information about nature mapping
and Project CAT.) Like scientists, Cle Elem High
School students engage in descriptive, comparative,
and corrdative studies.

Descriptive Studies: In an effort to answer the de-
scriptive question, "Where do cougars go when their
habitat gives way to a new housing development?" Dr.
Koehler and students participate in capturing the
cougars, marking them with ear tags, and collecting
physical data that includes length, neck girth, chest
girth, length and condition of canine teeth, and weight.
They collect blood and tissue samples for disease
analysis and DNA profiling, respectively. Students are
also involved with radio-tracking animals from the air
and &om the ground. They plot coordinates of cougar
locations on computer-generated maps of the study
area, and use computer programs to calculate the space
each cougar occupies annually and during each season.
The location information allows scientists to study the
home range of the animal throughout the year.

Comparative and Correlative Studies: At.CJe Elem
High School students have planned ~ future study of
the winter population distribution of deer and elk. They
3&6

Methodology: Building a Comparative Model
Because of the narrow interpretation of inquiry used

in most classrooms and to develop many state assess-
ments in science, a panel of experts was convened in
Washington State in 2004 to create an investigation
template to help teachers conceptualizeand assessfield
studies by students. This panel included scientists,
learning sciences specialists, assessment specialists,
master teachers, and members of the Office of the Su-
perintendentofInstruction (AppendixA). The template
was intended to also direct the development offield in-
vestigation items on the state science assessments. It
was one of several documents produced that helped ar-
ticulate new visions of inquiry (Office of Superinten-
dent of Public Instruction, 2005).

In creating the template, we began with a descriptive
study, documenting the inquiry processes used by nat-
ural resource agency and university scientists engaged
with field investigation. The panel of experts provided
a peer review process to describe and analyze the var- .
ied nature offield investigations. We then documented
the work of two school sites engaged in fiel9 investiga-
tions. From these descriptions (provided by scientists
and students doing research in the natural environment)
we identified three types offield investigations (de-
scriptive, comparative, and Correlative)and compared
each to the essential features ofinquiry; thus, we devel-
oped a comparative model for field investigation.
A Comparative Modelfor Field Investigations

Clearly much of science, and in particular field in-
vestigation, calls for ways of coordinating data and the
development of models that go beyond manipulated
control group/experimental group designs. Table2 out-
lines the contrasts and similarities between the designs
of descriptive, comparative, and correlative field in-
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Field Investigations

vestigations and relates these to the "essential features tive question, identification of variables, ways in which
of inquiry" (Martin-Hansen, 2002; NRC, 2000). The the data is re-represented, and the form of the conclu-
key differences relate to the framing of the investiga- sions.

Table 2. Similarities and differences among Research Designs of Field Investigation
Descriptive Comparative Correlative

Fonnulate Investiga- Questionto GuideObservationPredictionIHypothesis Hypothesis
tive Questions

Analyze Data

How many? How frequently? Is there a difference be- Is there a positive or nega-
tween groups or condi- tive relationship between
tion? two variables?

Identify geographic scale of investigation (e.g., riparian corridor or Cedar River Water-
shed)
Identify time frame of the investigation (e.g., season, hour, day, month, year)

Identify Variables of Choose measurable or observ- Choose one focus variable Choose two continuous
Internet able variables to be measured/observed variables to be measured

in at least two different 10- together and tested for a
cations, times, or popula- relationship
tions

CoHect Data (System- Multiple measurements over time or location in order to improve system representa-
atize how, when, and tion (model)
where data will be Individual 'measurement is repeated if necessary to improve data accuracy
collected) Record and organize data into tables(s) or other forms

Describe how sampling was consistent for the two or
more locations, times or organisms (controls)
Identify and account for extraneous factors that might
have an effect on the focal variable(s).

Means, medians, ranges, percentages, calculated when appropriate
Organize results in graphic and/or written forms and maps using statistics when appro-
priate
Typical representations of the data to build a descriptive
model:Charts, line plots, bar graphs, maps

Identify Setting

within a Syst~m

Use Evidence to Sup-
port an Explanation

Typical representations of
the data to demonstrate

correlations upon which
models are developed:
scatter plots, r-values

Use data to support an explanation. Limit conclusion to the specific study site.
Compare data to standards. Identify factors that may have affected the validity of the
findings. ,

Compare data to other similar systems/models. Discuss how results help answer the sys-
tem's question and add to our understanding of the model/system.
Make recommendations for future research (new questions, hypotheses or procedures)
and suggest applications.
Does the data summary answer Does the evidence support the hypothesis?
the investigation question?

School Science and Mathematics 387
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The comparative model demonstrates that all three that scientific inquiry is not limited to hypothesis test-
types of field investigations involve essential features ing. We are not asserting that field investigations are
of scientific inquiry, such as "identi:fY[ing]questions separate from inquiry,but instead that scientific inquiry
that can be answered through scientific investigations," takes many fOnTISand that all scientific investigations,
planning a systematic approach to data collection, and including field investigations, are concerned with va-
"develop(ing] descriptions, explanations, predictions, lidity and consistency and are designed to answer an
and models using evidence" (NRC, 1996, p. 145). investigative question through the systematic collec-

The comparative model also highlights important tion of evidence and the communication of results. As
differences. Each type offield investigation is guided the standards (AAAS, 1993) highlight, inquiry "is far
by different types of investigative questions. They more flexible than the rigid sequence of steps com-
evolve from descriptive to comparative, to questions monly depicted in textbooks as 'the scientific method.'
about relationships, or correlative questions. In addi- It is much more than just 'doing experiments,' and it is
tion, each type offield investigation focuses on differ- not confined to laboratories" (p. 9).
ent variables. For comparative and correlative studies Through building this model we are now more in-
it is important to consider how sampling was consistent tentional in our work with students, teachers, and sci-
across two or more conditions and to identifYand ac- entists because we have clarified and agreed upon a
count for extraneous factors that might have an effect common language, or framework, for describing three
on the focal variable(s). Data collected in descriptive different types of field investigations. Our state stan-
and comparative studies is typically represented in a dards now include field investigation as one fOnTIof

. similar manner (e.g., charts, line plots, bar graphs and scientific inquiry (Office of Superintendent of Public
maps). In contrast, data collected in correlative studies Instruction, 2005). Although some caution against link-
is typically represented as scatter plots or r-values. In ing environmental education to conventional standards,
comparative and correlative studies it is important to or supporting academic standards and testing (Grue-
relate evidence to a stated hypothesis, whereas in de- newald, 2004), we created a rubric to guide the devel-
scriptive studies a summary of the data, often a map or opment of state science assessment items about field
model of the system, is used to answer a descriptive investigation. In our work with teachers we focus on
question. comparing and contrasting the different types ofinves-

This model also demonstrates a sequential relation- tigative questions that guide field studies. In addition,
ship between the three types offield investigations (de- because we jdentified differences in the ways data is
scriptive studies can lead to comparative studies, which re-represented, we are now more intentional in engag-
can lead to correlative studies) and that comparative ing teaches to create, analyze, and critique representa-
studies are a bridge between descriptive and correlation tions of data. A surprising outcome of our work is that
studies (and share common attributes with each of natural resource agency scientists cite how this model
them). We have targeted comparative studies as an im- has helped them to describe the systematic nature of
portant emphasis for school instruction because of the the field investigations they conduct.
similarities they share with descriptive and correlative While much thought has gone into the development
studies and their similarity to controlled investigations of this comparative model, the model does not repre-
where one variable is changed to create a contr01led sent "finished thinking." Rather, this is an initiai at-
comparison. We should note that the panel decided that tempt to introduce more authentic forms of inquiry into
correlative studies would be completed only by lOth the science standards and into the lives of students. The
graders, due to the fact that students have to understand effort is long overdue. Not only are these forms of in-
some rudiments of the statistical basis for correlations vestigation more representative of the types of science
in order to draw conclusions from such studies, and being done today, and help students learn that "scien-
must understand the difference between cont.inuous tists conduct investigations for a wide variety of rea-
and categorical variables. sons" (NRC, 1996, p. 176), they are also more

engaging for young learners. We invite critique, refine-
ment, and elaboration of this comparative model by
others dedicated to a vision of school science that em-

phasizes many different forms of scientific inquiry.

Conclusions

By building a comparative model of three different
types offield investigation we hope to demonstrate that
there is more to science than cause-effect research and

388
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Appendix A .
Panel that developed Field Investigation Comparative
Model:

Dr. Jonas Cox, Gonzaga University, Teacher Educa-
tion

Dr. Mark Windschitl, University .of Washington,
School of Education .

Dr. Timothy Nyerges, University of Washington, De-
partment of Geography

Dr. Edoh Amiran, Western Washington University,
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Math Department
Dr. Gal)' Koehler, Field Biologist, Washington De-

partment of Fish and Wildlife
Dr. Martha Kurtz, Central Washington University,

ScienceEducation .

Science Teachers, Tahoma, West Valley (Spokane)
and Tumwater School Districts.

Thefollowing individuals assisted thepanel:
Dr. Catherine Taylor, University of Washington,Ed-

ucationalPsychology
Roy Beven, Science Assessment Director, OSPI
Eric Wuersten, Science Curriculum Director, OSPI
Pat Otto, Consultant, Pacific Education Institute &

OSPI Science Assessment.
Dr. Margaret Tudor, Co-Executive Director, Pacific

Education Institute
Karen Dvornich, Director of NatureMapping, Coop-

erative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit, University of
Washington.

Kayleen Pritchard, Consultant, Pacific Education In-
stitute
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Suite 250, Olympia, WA 98501. Electronic mail may
be sent via fntemet to mtudor@wfpa.org.
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